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This compilation and its predecessorshave provided
a handy exposition of the more important procedures
used to estimate recnjitment, growth, and mortality
in fish populations, with worked examples of all the
computations. [The SC!. indicates that this paper has
been cited in over 410 publications.]
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W.E. Ricker
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Biological statistics of fish populations in-
clude their abundance, age compotiitlon, rate
ofgrowth, and mortality rates from fishing mid
from natural causes. Their scientific stut~
began before the turn of the century, afld tt
haa developed a substantial literature by the
19305 when I first had to deal with sedi
problems. However, there was no general
treatment available in any Western las~iage.
My first step toward meeting this need was a
paper dealing with the ukn~ta1ionof “catch
per unit of effort,” which had been a serious
problem during our campaign to reduce the
numbers ofsquawflsh and other coommers of
young sockeye salmon in a British Columbia
lake.’

A series of creel censuses and marking
experiments on the fishes of small Indiana
lakes during the 1940s led to an extended
discussion and illustrations of the “mark and
recapture” methods of estimating rate of
exploitatio~population sae, and naviral rat~
published in 1948.2 This also contained a
treatment of the “catch curve” method of
estimatingsurvival rate and related statistics.
Both parts of the work were strongly influ.
enced by F.l. Baranov’s veryoriginal but little-
known monograph of 1918,~which I had
laboriously translated from Russian, Some of
the illustrations used in 1948 were analyses
oLda~apublished by othes notably~iicti~
of reports on Pad& }i~l~iutlWW.F.Thompson
and colleagues.

This study soon went out of print, but most
of it was incorporated into a
review of the fIeld 10 ~eomheer~’bwbig the
interval mudi new matesW had become
available. For esaa~Ie, lliJ!.sI~had re
fined the various ~rnu~é ~ ~nat1ne
survival rate, ek. fl~”nuthod
of A.N. ~zhavin hadbeáiabwe~ed
F.E.J. Fry. -.

give
Le of

esof
as a

cl~.lt~ erial,
but the forimdae -- .. biter-
national notaflae. Amo~j~flev’ ~tions are
LR. Allen’s method Of ~iI—ah’~ ~aitherof
recruits, theeffects of s~idecthemodality
on estimates of w,*th and ojtlmsrni rate of
fishing, the popular “cohort isIlysW’ or
sequential computation of fish1n~Oiortahty
rateaid popidatlon dzO,J~A.G~aves~ion
of the atkfitions and removab iàethOd, and an
examination of the changeS isastock as rate
of flshin first increases and thefl stabilizes.

Bulkt,n 191 Is still available, In French as
well as English, from Ottawa, aid a Russian
translation has been published In the USSR.

[Editor’s note: A recent paper by P.M. Ryan
and J.J. Kerek& discusses fish abundance
estimates, citing W.E. Richer’s 1975 Classic
paper.J
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